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I N T E R N AT I O N A L E N E R G Y A G E N C Y



FOREWORD Climate change remains an important issue for all governments around the world. Efforts to reduce its future impacts will have important consequences for the energy sector. Actions undertaken thus far are only first steps. Both the shortcomings and the achievements of current international agreements provide useful insights into what shape future agreements might take. Two questions, in particular, require attention: How to cope with the uncertainties that make it difficult to take firm decisions for the long term, even though near-term action makes sense only in a longer-term perspective; and



■



How to create a global solution to this global problem in a world in which countries are at widely differing levels of development.



■



This book surveys the science and the energy policy choices of climate change. It assesses current commitments and technical change. It discusses burden-sharing and possible forms of future commitments, drawing on work undertaken both with the IEA’s Standing Group on Long-Term Co-operation and with the Annex I Expert Group to the UNFCCC. This book clearly identifies the relevant questions – and proposes solutions. Without prejudging countries’ positions, it seeks to clarify the options. We look forward to continuing to provide a sound analytical foundation to the debate. Robert Priddle, Executive Director
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INTRODUCTION Climate change is one of the most difficult challenges facing the world today. Preventing – or even significantly limiting – climate change will necessitate profound changes in the way we produce, distribute and consume energy. Burning fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas provides about three-quarters of the world’s energy. However, when these same fuels are burned, they emit gases (the so-called “greenhouse gases”) that are now recognised as being responsible for climate change. These fuels are ubiquitous. Fossil energy has fuelled industrial development, and continues to fuel the global economy. We each use energy in many forms every day: heating, cooking, lighting, TV, commuting, working, shopping.... Almost every activity requires energy. Beyond daily individual use, modern societies use even more energy for agriculture, industrial processes and freight transport. The primary greenhouse gas emitted through fuel combustion is carbon dioxide (CO2). Land-use and land-use changes, notably deforestation, also involve emissions of carbon dioxide. Other greenhouse gases are also emitted during energy use, the most significant of which are methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). Improved global understanding of the potential consequences of climate change has led the international community to begin to address the problem. Following a series of scientific meetings during the 1980s where climate change was identified as a potential risk, in 1988 the World Meteorological Organisation and the United Nations Environment Programme established the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to assess the state of understanding of the issue. In 1990, the United Nations General Assembly agreed to establish an Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee to develop an international framework for addressing climate change. The Committee completed its work in 1992, and in Rio de Janeiro, at the 1992 Earth Summit, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was adopted by more than one hundred governments. The Convention’s ultimate objective is to stabilise greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere. However, it provides only limited 11



guidance as to how to accomplish this goal – and by 1997, the nations of the world had decided on a next step. In December 1997, at Kyoto in Japan, a Protocol to the UNFCCC was adopted that committed industrialised countries to individually and collectively limit their emissions, with specific national targets adopted for six of the key greenhouse gases. Further details on how to interpret the Protocol have been ironed out since Kyoto, facilitating its entry into force. However, even with ratification of the Kyoto Protocol, commitments so far agreed only constitute a first step on a long road ahead. Achieving stabilisation of greenhouse gas atmospheric concentrations will ultimately require much deeper cuts in global emissions than those agreed in Kyoto. And cuts cannot be limited to emissions of industrial countries; to solve the problem, cuts must be made by all countries in the world. The difficulty in meeting this global obligation is underscored by the recent announcement by the United States regarding its intention not to participate in the Kyoto agreement. The climate change problem is unique in at least three important ways: it is global in nature, it has an unusually long-term character, and both climate change itself and the effects of policies to mitigate it remain inadequately understood. The global nature of the climate problem is well known. Emissions of greenhouse gases mix rapidly in the atmosphere – within weeks, they are spread around the globe. Furthermore, all countries release emissions; even the single largest (the United States) accounts for less than a quarter of the global total. Thus, no single country can address climate change alone. Even all the industrial countries, acting together, would only be able to forestall climate change – they could not stop it unless the developing nations also become engaged. It is thus clear that international co-operation is required. The need for such co-operation is heightened when issues of capacity to act are considered: industrial countries currently possess more advanced technical capacity and the financial resources needed to combat the problem. While developing nations have relatively low per capita emissions, few have the technical or institutional ability to work toward climate mitigation without international assistance. 12



Climate change is also a long-term issue. Greenhouse gases released into the atmosphere today will linger for decades (in the case of short-lived gases like methane) to hundreds of years (for carbon dioxide), to thousands of years (for long-lived gases like perfluorocarbons). Furthermore, the changes induced by these emissions are slow to manifest: the IPCC speaks of impacts such as global average temperature increases and sea level rise that will be progressive, taking decades or even centuries to show their full effects. Finally, mitigating climate change will require sustained efforts – that need to begin immediately but which will only produce results after a long time lag. The technical challenge for economic analysis is great. The usual analytic tools suggest that long-term damage has only a limited present value. However, the long-term nature of climate change presents an even more serious problem for the policy community: for most elected officials, political horizons are measured in years rather than in decades or centuries. Knowledge gaps are also important: the exact rate and extent of climate change remain unknown, as does its likely regional or local consequences. Our still limited understanding of how the climate system operates, combined with the long-term nature of climate change, make it difficult for the scientific community to offer policy-makers strong recommendations on how aggressive their action needs to be to mitigate the problem. In this area, for example, the IPCC has consistently been unable (and unwilling) to make a recommendation concerning the appropriate level and timeframe for stabilising atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations. Clearly, these questions require not only a scientific response, but also one based on society’s values, including its attitudes to risk; ultimately, they remain political decisions. The Convention on Climate Change essentially represents the world community’s first effort to synthesise a response to the climate change problem. Its ultimate objective is relatively clear in intent – although not adequate for operational detail: “The ultimate objective of this Convention and any related legal instruments that the Conference of the Parties may adopt is to achieve, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Convention, stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous 13



anthropogenic interference with the climate system. Such a level should be achieved within a time-frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a sustainable manner.” Thus, for example, the Convention did not specify the level or the timeframe. The Convention did, however, set a political direction for the near term. It committed industrialised country Parties to seek to return emissions to 1990 levels by 2000. The Kyoto Protocol committed countries to additional steps; under its binding provisions, industrial countries undertook, in most cases, to reduce emissions below 1990 levels by 2012. However, neither agreement provided an indication of how these near-term actions would fit into the longer-term goal – or even explicitly defined what that longer-term objective should be. How might such decisions be taken – and what are the critical inputs into making them? To arrive at a fully “informed” decision, two completely different elements are required: information on the consequences of climate change at various concentration levels, and an assessment of the costs and benefits of mitigation and adaptation and residual damage at each level. This is not to say that such decisions could only be taken in the light of a full cost benefit analysis: such an analysis seems quite difficult, if not impossible, to perform. However, it is clear that costs cannot be excluded from the decision on how “dangerous” a greenhouse gas concentration level might be. Otherwise, the decision would be quite simple: since any rise in concentration increases the dangers of climate change, the only logical choice would be to stabilise concentrations at current levels – or even return to pre-industrial levels! Unfortunately, such a decision appears impossible (at least in the shortterm): it implies immediately halving global emissions and thus radically altering (and probably cutting) energy use. No matter how this burden is shared amongst countries, it is not an option that can be contemplated at any feasible price. Clearly, the UNFCCC negotiators recognised this. Their text indicates that mitigation must be rapid enough to avoid climate change risks, but also slow enough to avoid the economic disruption that could arise from energy shortages or the huge costs incurred in moving too rapidly from a fossil-fuel based energy system to a carbon-free energy system. 14



To assess the scope of the cost problem, we must look at some of the technology paths and potentials. For example, we would like to know what emission reductions would cost today, or in ten or even fifty years. Today’s technological choices give us some insights. Nuclear power and renewable energy sources (such as hydro, wind and solar) could provide sufficient energy to the global economy with little or no carbon dioxide emissions. Fossil fuel power generation, if coupled with technologies that capture and sequester carbon from the waste stream, could also serve. However, while these technologies exist today, they are not competitive in most commercial markets when compared to traditional fossil fuel alternatives. Future costs are uncertain and depend in part on efforts to invent and deploy new technologies. Technical change arises in part from focused R&D efforts and, perhaps even more, from entrepreneurs’ efforts to penetrate competitive markets. Unfortunately, it may be impossible to put off acting until all the information is in. Like the climate system, the energy sector and energy consuming trends are characterised by significant inertia. This inertia suggests that in the short-term, any major mitigation action might be rather costly. On the other hand, the nature of the system’s inertia also suggests that early action is necessary to avoid becoming locked-in to carbon intensive technologies or consumption patterns, and to foster technical change and R&D efforts to provide more no-carbon or low-carbon energy sources at some point in the future. It is also clear that as time passes, if too little or no action is taken, the range of long-term possibilities will narrow and climate change risks will increase in an irreversible manner. Balancing the risks of climate change in the future against costs today is difficult. It is for these reasons that so little progress has yet been made on a firm recommendation on a specific concentration level. Are there ways out of this dilemma? One alternative might be to aim at the lowest possible GHG concentration levels, at the same time placing a cap on the price society would have to pay to meet this level. This price could be reviewed over time as willingness to pay evolves. 15



An advantage of this approach is its compatibility with the least-cost solutions advocated by economic theory, in particular, with the “cap-andtrade” regimes that allow emissions reductions to be made in locations where the lowest cost potential is available. These mechanisms have been elaborated in the Kyoto Protocol, and there is widespread support for their continued use in any future regime. Such support is likely to be critical as efforts are made to broaden the emission mitigation framework beyond the industrialised world, and to achieve success in mitigating climate change. A fundamentally different approach to determining the appropriate level of mitigation effort is to focus on the areas where policy action could simultaneously fulfil non-climate domestic policy objectives while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Removing energy subsidies, cleaning the air, or improving mass transit systems usually belong to this category. Developing policy initiatives – without specific climate targets – could be the focus of such an effort. This policy approach could be attractive for developed countries as well as for developing countries, which, though vulnerable to climate change, have more urgent priorities such as poverty eradication, education challenges, sanitation, health, indoor and local air quality, and access to energy services. Policies to address these concerns could have so-called “ancillary benefits” – that is, domestic policies aimed at achieving sustainable development might offer some global climate benefits. However, while this approach may be politically acceptable, it does not seem likely to promote the kind of radical shift in the energy economy that is needed to decarbonise the system – and thus, in isolation, may not fully meet the goal of combating climate change. Some middle ground could be found between these alternatives. For example, while developing countries have shown great reluctance to taking on binding emissions limitation commitments, they have shown a considerable and growing interest in participating in the Clean Development Mechanism – a project-based approach to the concept of emissions trading, and the only Kyoto Protocol mechanism intended to extend mitigation efforts beyond developed countries. The Clean Development Mechanism also offers a means to promote technology 16



transfer and investments between industrialised and developing countries. Alternatives that can build on this promising political interest may provide a possible path to a global agreement, where all countries take on some form of commitment to reduce emissions, and ultimately, participate in a global regime. Such a regime would also necessitate all developed countries accepting sufficiently stringent commitments, which could be facilitated if concerns about uncertain costs were dealt with, as suggested in this book. Yet another alternative exists: one based on technological improvement and widespread penetration of alternative energy options. In itself, the idea of technological change is consistent with the approaches described above. They seek to promote change through pricing carbon; as the price increases, market mechanisms provide incentives for carbon producers to reduce emissions. Technological change as well as behavioural changes can result. However, a more direct approach may also be considered to induce more rapid technological change. Direct incentives such as R&D subsidies, as well as market guarantees for new technologies or publicprivate technology partnerships may generate emissions savings directly. While economic theory suggests that such an approach would be less comprehensive and efficient than those involving pricing or cap-and-trade instruments, it may be more politically palatable – and thus, in some cases, more likely to succeed. Ultimately, it seems likely that all of these approaches will be needed. Operating in the uncertain world of future emissions and future costs, governments and private sector decision-makers need to explore all options. As the IPCC has put it: “Climate change decision-making is a sequential decision-making process under general uncertainty. (....) The literature suggests a step-by-step resolution aimed at stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations. This will also involve balancing the risks of either excessive or insufficient action. The relevant question is not ‘what is the best course for the next 100 years’ but rather ‘what is the best course for the near term given the expected long-term climate change and accompanying uncertainties’”. A successful international mitigation framework for the longer term (including for the period following the first commitment period outlined 17



in the Kyoto Protocol) could benefit from closer adherence to this perspective. It is not too early to start considering the alternatives. The review and analysis contained in this book aim to promote this debate.
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1 CLIMATE CHANGE AND DECISION-MAKING REALITY OF CLIMATE CHANGE Climate change is not science fiction. It’s real, it’s happening now and it will be with us throughout this century. For almost 15 years, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which brings together hundreds of leading scientists from around the world, has regularly assessed our understanding of climate change. In its Third Assessment Report (IPCC, 2001), which was endorsed by the most important academies of science around the world, the IPCC confirmed both the reality and the threatening nature of climate change. Human activities have been and are changing the composition of the earth’s atmosphere, thus modifying the energy balance between the sun, the earth and outer space. Increasing the so-called “greenhouse effect” warms the earth – and changes the climate. Gases that are very minor constituents of the atmosphere play an important role in shaping the climate. They allow sunlight to enter the atmosphere and heat both the earth’s surface and the atmosphere, but they do not allow the heat emitted in response by the earth – as infrared radiation – to escape from the atmosphere. This is the so-called greenhouse effect. Due to this effect, the average temperature on the earth’s surface is about 15°C; without this effect it would be –18°C. However, human activities are increasing the concentration of such gases in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide (CO2), the most important long-lived gas, has increased 31 per cent since 1750. The atmospheric concentrations of other gases have also increased (see Box 1). This will warm the earth’s surface and trigger climate changes. During this century, the global average surface temperature is projected to increase by between 1.4 and 5.8°C. The projected rate of warming is much higher than that of the 20th Century and is without precedent throughout at least the last 10,000 years. In order to appreciate the magnitude of this temperature increase, it should be compared to the 19



global mean temperature difference of perhaps 5 to 6°C from the middle of the last Ice Age to the present interglacial era. Consequences will be detrimental to ecosystems and human societies There is likely to be a rise in the global sea level (projected to reach between 9 and 88 cm by the year 2100, which would cause flooding in low-lying areas and other damage); shifting of climatic zones towards the poles by between 150-550 km (putting climatic stress on forests, deserts, wetlands and other unmanaged ecosystems); and posing threats to food security and health. Natural systems can be especially vulnerable to climate change because of their limited capacity to adapt. While some species may increase in abundance or range, climate change can bring about both the extinction of some of the more vulnerable species and the loss of biodiversity. The geographical extent of the damage or loss, and the number of ecosystems affected – such as coral reefs and atolls, mangroves, boreal and tropical forests, polar and alpine ecosystems, prairie wetlands and native grasslands – will increase with the magnitude and rate of climate change. Increasing fire, drought, pest infestation, invasion of species, storms and coral bleaching could all disrupt ecosystems. Agriculture and forestry, water resources, fisheries and human health are just a few of the human systems that are sensitive to climate change. Some regions and sectors could initially benefit from minor changes to the climate (fewer cold spells and therefore less heating required in winter, for example), but these benefits are expected to diminish as climate changes intensify. In contrast, many identified adverse effects are expected to increase both in extent and severity with the degree of climate change. Regional adverse effects are projected to predominate throughout the world, particularly in the tropics and subtropics. Climate change will increase threats to human health, particularly in lower-income populations. Projected changes in climate extremes could have severe consequences, and their impacts are expected to fall disproportionately on the poor. Many human settlements will face an increased risk of coastal flooding and erosion, and tens of millions of people living in deltas, in 20



low-lying coastal areas, and on small islands will be in danger of displacement. Resources critical to island and coastal populations such as beaches, freshwater, fisheries, coral reefs and atolls, and wildlife habitat would also be vulnerable. Overall, the impacts of climate change will fall disproportionately upon developing countries and poor people in all countries, thereby exacerbating inequities in health and access to adequate food, clean water, and other resources. In addition, poverty and other factors make it difficult for most developing countries to adapt to climate change. Potentially, the capacity to adapt can reduce the adverse effects of climate change and can often produce immediate ancillary benefits, but it will not prevent all damage. Projected climate change during this century has the potential to lead to future large-scale and possibly irreversible changes. Examples include the slowing down of the ocean circulation, large reductions in the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets, accelerated global warming due to carbon cycle feedbacks in the terrestrial biosphere, and the release of terrestrial carbon from permafrost regions and methane from hydrates in coastal sediments. The likelihood of such changes is difficult to predict but probably very low; however, it increases with the rate, magnitude and duration of climate change. Global mean surface temperature increases and rising sea levels from ocean thermal expansion are projected to continue for hundreds of years after the stabilisation of greenhouse gas concentrations, even at present levels, albeit at a slower pace. Ice sheets will continue to react to climate warming and contribute to rising sea levels for thousands of years after climate has been stabilised. Climate models indicate that local warming over Greenland is likely to be one to three times the global average. Some ice sheet models indicate that local warming of more than 3°C, if sustained for millennia, would lead to virtually a complete melting of the Greenland ice sheet with a resulting sea level rise of about seven metres. However, the extent of global warming and its specific local impacts remain uncertain. We do not know exactly what changes will occur in precipitation patterns, what kinds of extreme weather events might follow, or, more 21
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Greenhouse gas concentrations have increased



The most abundant long-lived greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide, represents only 370 parts per million (ppm), or 0.037 per cent of the earth’s atmosphere. The atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) has increased by 31 per cent since 1750. The present CO2 concentration is higher than it has ever been throughout the past 420,000 years, if not the past 20 million years. The current rate of increase is unprecedented – at least for the past 20,000 years. During the past twenty years, about three-quarters of the anthropogenic (manmade) emissions of CO2 in the atmosphere resulted from the burning of fossil fuels (for energy purposes). The rest is predominantly due to changes in land-use, especially deforestation. Currently, the ocean and the land together are absorbing about half of the anthropogenic CO2 emissions. The increase in methane (CH4) concentration since 1750 is approximately 150 per cent, and that of nitrous oxide (N2O) 17 per cent. Slightly more than half of current CH4 emissions are human induced (e.g., use of fossil fuels, cattle, rice growing and landfills), while carbon monoxide (CO) emissions, mainly from fossil fuels, have recently been identified as contributing to increasing concentrations of CH4. Concentrations of man-made gases that deplete the stratospheric ozone layer (CFCs) have been roughly stabilised, but although their substitutes and a few other synthetic gases (perfluorocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride – PFCs and SF6) do not deplete the ozone layer, they are nevertheless greenhouse gases and their concentrations are increasing. Water vapour, while not emitted in any significant quantity through human activity, is the most abundant greenhouse gas. It is short-lived in the atmosphere, and its concentration mainly depends on temperature. Water vapour provides a strong positive feedback to the greenhouse effect, approximately doubling warming from what it would be from fixed water vapour content. Water vapour also amplifies other feedbacks, such as that of clouds, which could be positive or negative. 22



generally, what the regional consequences of climate change will be. To provide an example of our uncertainty, we only have to consider the range of warming predicted with a doubling of greenhouse gas concentrations (from 275 parts per million in the pre-industrial era, to 550 parts per million). The range is estimated by the IPCC to be from 1.5 to 4.5°C. It is in face of this uncertain level – but certain damage – that we need to consider mitigation options. To do so, some additional information on the dynamics of the earth’s system is necessary. STABILISATION DYNAMICS The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) – which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 – has as its main objective “stabilisation of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system”. Such a level “should be achieved within a time-frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a sustainable manner.” An important point arising from the relatively long “lifetime”1 of CO2 in the atmosphere is that the stabilisation of CO2 emissions at near-current levels would not lead to the stabilisation of CO2 atmospheric concentrations. However, the stabilisation of emissions of shorter-lived greenhouse gases that have atmospheric sinks, such as CH4 or N2O, would lead, within decades, to the stabilisation of their concentrations. In contrast to methane and nitrous oxide, stabilising carbon dioxide concentration – at any level – requires the eventual reduction of net global CO2 emissions to a fraction of their current levels. How small that fraction should be remains uncertain. A balance between emissions and system uptake of CO2 might be reached when emissions are reduced to approximately half of current levels. However, as the long-term 1



The lifetime of a gas, or its residence time in the atmosphere, is determined by its chemical composition and its reaction with other elements of the climate system. For carbon dioxide, there is no single agreed lifetime; many simplified models use a lifetime of approximately 100 years. For methane, the lifetime is approximately 12 years, while for some very long-lived gases such as perfluoromethane, the lifetime is more than 50,000 years.
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release of CO2 from the ocean into the atmosphere continues, to achieve the stabilisation of atmospheric concentrations would require even greater reductions. Thus, over the span of the next few centuries, emissions will need to decline to the level of persistent natural land and ocean sinks. This amount2 is expected to be less than 0.2 GtC/y – a small fraction of current estimate levels of circa 8 GtC/y. A key determinant in the final level of concentrations is the timing of reductions: the lower the chosen level for stabilisation, the sooner the reduction in global net CO2 emissions needs to begin. More specifically, stabilising CO2 atmospheric concentrations at levels of 450 ppm would require global anthropogenic CO2 emissions to drop below 1990 levels within a few decades. To limit concentrations to 550 ppm would require global emissions to peak by 2030, and drop to below 1990 levels before 2100, and to limit concentrations below 1000 ppm would require reductions below 1990 levels within about two centuries. In each case, once 1990 levels had been reached, emissions would need to decrease steadily thereafter to ensure that concentrations had indeed been stabilised. Table 1 shows projected total emissions for this century, approximate years in which global emissions would peak, and approximate years in which global emissions would fall below 1990 levels in order to achieve the stabilisation of atmospheric CO2 concentrations at different levels from 450 ppm to 1000 ppm. These figures show some uncertainty reflecting the limited knowledge and understanding of the actual carbon cycle involving the atmospheric reservoir and uptakes and releases by land and ocean sinks. This uncertainty is magnified when climate feedback is integrated, which is likely to reduce natural uptakes. However, the main reason for the range of possible accumulated CO2 emissions for each stabilisation level is the natural decay of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Clearly, different emission pathways could lead to the stabilisation of atmospheric concentrations at identical levels. Rapid early reductions followed by steady, low-level emissions could have the same result as 2
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CO2 emissions are often expressed by the weight of their carbon content as this allows tracking the carbon quantities in various forms within the carbon cycle. 1 GtC = 1 gigatonne of carbon = 1 billion tonnes of carbon = 1 PgC = 1 petagramme of carbon. There is 1 g of carbon in 44/12 g of carbon dioxide. Conversely, there is 12/44 g C in 1 g CO2. Hence, current CO2 emissions are circa 30 Gt per year.
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What Different Levels of CO2 Stabilisation May Require WRE CO2 Stabilisation profiles (ppm)



Accumulated CO2 emissions 2001 to 2100 (GtC)



Year in which global emissions peak



Year in which global emissions fall below 1990 level
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Your cost will depend on your utility rates and use. Â· Cost range based only on models of similar capacity with automatic defrost, side mounted freezer, and ...
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Energy Policies: Local and Global Environmental ... - CÃ©dric Philibert 

PM10 pollution in urban districts and in control districts were 460 â€¢g/m3 and 220 â€¢g/m3, ..... or integrated gasification combined cycle). ...... related to: refrigerators, air-conditioning systems, heaters, washing machines, electric motors, pum
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Progress with Renewable Energy Roadmaps - CÃ©dric Philibert 

Sep 1, 2011 - OECD/IEA 2010 â€¦ also starringâ€¦ Solar heating and cooling. â–« Forthcoming IEA roadmap: workshops. Paris, 28-29 April,. Kassel, 28 August.
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Energy I Types of energy II Energy in homes 

The pie chart alongside represents the consumption of the. U.S.A in 2009 per ... Example 1 : The bar graph given alongside gives the energy consumption per ...
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Interactions of Policies for Renewable Energy and ... - CÃ©dric Philibert 

efficiency and development and deployment of low-carbon technologies. ..... than other options today, but will reduce the costs of mitigating climate change in ...
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03 Energy Awareness and Energy Management 

Since we are about to start comparing these mechanical forms of energy with other ..... physics community by the mid-1800s, based on roots going back even ...
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Energy Guide 

P/N W11223077 Rev. A. 710. Estimated Yearly Electricity Use. kWh. Compare ONLY to other labels with yellow numbers. Labels with yellow numbers are based ...
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Energy Guide 

Models with similar features have automatic defrost, side-mounted freezer,. â€¢ Both cost ranges based on models of similar size capacity. â–½. $94. $37. $94. $72.
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Energy transfers 

Electrical energy. Lighting energy. Thermal energy. Energy transfers. Watch the animation on the site Â« The animals save the planet Â».
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Energy Balance 

d'approvisionnement axÃ© sur le marchÃ©? Devenez membre du groupebilan. BKW, l'un des plus grands de Suisse, et profitez de conditions attrayantes.
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Nuclear energy 

Radioactive waste management: Different kind of storages: â�‘ Low depth storage. â�‘ Deep geological storage. â�‘ Sea storage ...
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Energy Guide 

... range based only on upright freezer models of similar capacity with automatic defrost. ... Enlever cette étiquette avant le premier achat au détail constitue une ...
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Energy Asset 

Les actifs flexibles peuvent réagir aux variations de prix sur le marché de l'électricité. Bien gérés, ils vous permettent de générer d'importants revenus ...
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Energy Relax 

Energy Relax est le produit d'électricité qu'il vous faut si vous ... des prix stables et un approvisionnement en électricité simple et ... meilleurs prix du marché.
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Energy Guide 

Without through - the-door-Ice Service. Kitchen Aid. Model (s) : KBBX104EPA. Capacity: 9.2 Cubic Feet. Energy consumption / Consomation Ã©nergÃ©tique.
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Energy Guide 

Estimated energy cost is based on a national average electricity cost of 12 cents per kWh. â–½. $40 ... Compare ONLY to other labels with yellow numbers. ftc.gov/ ...
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